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Abstr act
Environment polluti on has pushed an increasing interest in the developm ent of automated and intelligent systems
for monit oring and analysing environmenta l variables. Odor sensing is generally applied to security. elderly care, food
quality control, and domestic gas leakage or fire detecti on. In this field, recent applications of mobil e robotic s systems
are being considered, more specifically, the detection of an odour source by a mob ile robot. In this paper, an ethanol
odo r field. coming from a source, is measured using Metal Oxide Semiconductors senso rs. An explore- exploit-based
algorithm, which makes use of this environment inform ation, is implemented in a mobile robot by combi ning the spiral
and the plume-centered upwind search algorithm s. Simul ation result s validate the robot performance during an odor
detection task.
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l. Introduction
The goal of odor localization is to find the source of a
chemically volatile sub stance in the environment, which is vital
for many life forms on Earth [I] . Some common applications
are finding the source of dangero us substances, detect ing drugs,
searching for survivors in natur al disasters, detecting fires in
their initial stages, and locatin g unexploded mines and bomb s.
Mobile robotic s are inc reasingly used in medic al
applications, such as roboti zed wheelch airs [2]. Humanoid
robots have been developed to help educate and socialize
children with special need s, and mobil e assistive devices have
been devel oped for mon itoring, coaching, and motivatin g
prescribed exercise therapy [3]. Powered exo-skeleton robots
have been emplo yed for medical care , in particular to help
nurses lift and carry patie nts. Step rehabi litation robots can
reduce the number of ther apist s needed for training [4,5]. They
also allow the trainin g proce ss to be customi zed for each
patient.
Odor sensing is generally applied to security, elderly care ,
food quality control, and domestic gas leakage or fire detection
[3]. A survey device with odor sensors that can detect the
degree of hum an fatigue has been reported [6]. Odor
localization is not as simple as sensing variations in a chemical
concentra tion due to diffusi on [7]. Several prob lems
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co ncerning mobile robo t odor detecti on 111 various
enviro nments (i.e., diffusion- dom inated fluid flow, turbul encedomin ated fluid flow, and turbulence-domin ated weak fluid
flow) have been reported [I ].
Numerous algorithms have been develop ed for findin g an
odor source and for determ inin g a robot' s path. The se
algorithms co mmonly mimic the chemotactic behaviour of
biolo gical organisms , for examp le, zigzag or spiral [8]. Some
algorithms also consider other parameters besides chemic al
information, such as air flow or temp erature. Other trac ing
techniques are based on analytica l odor distributi on model s.
Ish ida et al. [9] presented a mobil e robot compr ising chemic al
and air-flow sensors. Startin g from the sensory data and
knowing the position of the odor source in adva nce, the
behavior of the plum e was described with an odor distributi on
mod el.
Marq ues et al. [10] computed a goa l vector for guiding a
robot toward s the odor source using a concen tratio n gradient.
Thi s gradient was obtained from an analytic gas distribution
model and the measured upwind airflow direction. Lilienthal et
al. reported an odor localization method based on an analytica l
mod el [ 11, 12]. They used an experimental grid map which was
obtained by measuring conc entrati on values. Their meth od is
suitable
for
turbulence-dominated
weak
fluid
flow
environments.
An infot axis navigation approac h was prop osed by
Marti n-Moraud [ 13]. This method considers the odor plume not
as a continuous cloud, but as compri sing intermittent odor
patches which are dispersed by the wind. Far from the source,
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